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Background/aims: In 2012, the European Medicines Agency reviewed the safety of dual
renin–angiotensin system (RAS) blockade because of potentially increased risks for inter alia
acute kidney injury (AKI). Since residents of nursing homes are particularly vulnerable to adverse
drug outcomes, the aims of our study were to describe RAS-inhibiting drug use in German
nursing home residents and examine the risk of AKI associated with dual RAS blockade.
Methods: Based on claims data, a nested case-control study within a cohort of RAS-inhibiting
drug users was conducted. Using conditional logistic regression, confounder-adjusted odds ratios
(aORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were obtained for the risk of AKI associated with
dual RAS blockade. Subgroup analyses were performed in patients with diabetes or chronic
kidney disease and both comorbidities.
Results: Of all 127,227 nursing home residents, the study cohort included 64,567 (50.7%)
who were treated with at least one RAS-inhibiting drug. More than three quarters of the study
population were female (77.1%). Mean age was 86.0 ± 6.8 years. Most residents were treated
with angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (77.8%), followed by angiotensin II receptor
blockers (21.6%) and aliskiren (0.2%). Annual prevalence of dual RAS blockade declined from
9.6 (95% CI 7.8–11.8) in 2010 to 4.7 (95% CI 4.0–5.4) per 1,000 users in 2014. In the overall
cohort, AKI was not significantly associated with dual RAS blockade (aOR 1.99; 0.77–5.17).
However, significantly increased aORs were observed when considering patients with diabetes
(3.47; 1.27–9.47), chronic kidney disease (4.74; 1.24–18.13) or both (11.17; 2.65–47.15).
Conclusions: Prescribing of drugs inhibiting the RAS is common in German nursing homes.
Though the prevalence of dual RAS blockade declined, our study showed an increased risk of
AKI in patients with diabetes and/or chronic kidney disease. Therefore, cautious use is warranted
in these vulnerable patients.
Keywords: dual RAS blockade, nested case-control study, long-term care
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All three classes of available renin–angiotensin system (RAS) inhibitors, angiotensinconverting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs), angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs), and the
direct renin inhibitor aliskiren interrupt the normal angiotensin II feedback suppression
of renin secretion from the kidneys. Previous data suggested that dual RAS blockade
may have more positive effects on cardiovascular endpoints and development of
severe chronic kidney disease than RAS blockade by a single agent.1,2 However, in
several large randomized controls trials and a meta-analysis dual RAS blockade was
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associated with an excessive risk of acute kidney disease
(AKI), hyperkalemia, hypotension and dialysis.3–6 Based
on these studies, the European Medicines Agency (EMA)
issued new contraindications and warnings for aliskirencontaining drugs in 2012 and endorsed restrictions on the
combined use of ARBs, ACEIs and direct renin inhibitors in
2014.7 ACEIs and ARBs should not be used concomitantly
in patients with diabetic nephropathy and the use of aliskiren
with an ARB or an ACEI is contraindicated in patients with
diabetes or chronic kidney disease stage 3–5 (glomerular
filtration rate [GFR] ,60 mL/min/1.73 m2). However, use
of candesartan or valsartan as add-on therapy to an ACEI
is still licensed in patients with heart failure intolerant to
mineralocorticoid antagonists and with persistent symptoms
despite other therapies.7
In Germany, about 800,000 people live in nursing
homes.8 This population is typically characterized by a
high prevalence of chronic diseases including diabetes and
chronic kidney disease.9–15 The prevalence of chronic kidney
disease stage 3–5 in nursing home residents is between 44%
and 63%.10 Prescribing of drugs is a crucial indicator of
quality of care in nursing homes,16 since residents of nursing
homes are treated with more drugs than older people living in
their own homes, and half of them take at least one inappropriate medication.17,18 Therefore, residents of nursing homes
are particularly vulnerable to adverse drug outcomes as a
consequence of inappropriate drug use.11,12,14,19,20 Likewise,
an impaired kidney function is a key safety issue associated
with dual RAS blockade that may lead to AKI.7
Against this background, the aims of our study were
1) to describe RAS-inhibiting drug use, especially dual RAS
blockade, in German nursing home residents, 2) to assess
potential changes of prescribing prevalence over time and 3) to
examine the risk of AKI associated with dual RAS blockade
compared with the use of one RAS-inhibiting drug class.

Materials and methods
Data source and study design
Using claims data from a large statutory health insurance
fund insuring about six million persons (over seven percent
of the German population), this cohort study was based
on new nursing home residents from 1 January 2010 to
31 December 2014 aged 65 years or older who had been
continuously insured in the year preceding nursing home
entry. For each resident sociodemographic data, information
on in- and outpatient diagnoses as well as outpatient drug
prescriptions (including the number of prescribed defined
daily doses [DDDs]) and care level were available. Diagnoses
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were based on the German modification of the International
Classification of Diseases, 10th revision (ICD-10-GM).
Inpatient diagnoses could be referred to an exact date,
while outpatient diagnoses were coded on a quarterly basis
(ie, a 3-month interval). Additionally, information includes
the type of diagnosis (main/ancillary/secondary) for inpatient
and the diagnostic certainty (confirmed/suspected/ruled out/
status post) for outpatient diagnoses.
Patients were enrolled in the study cohort if they had filled
at least one outpatient prescription of an RAS-inhibiting drug
during nursing home stay. The date of the first RAS-inhibiting
drug prescription was defined as cohort entry. Cohort exit was
set as the first of the following dates: 1) end of study period,
2) death from any cause or 3) deregistration from the insurance provider. For the risk study, hospitalization for AKI and
the end of the first continuous treatment with RAS-inhibiting
drugs were additionally defined as cohort exit.
A nested case–control study was conducted to assess the
risk of AKI associated with dual blockade compared with
the use of one RAS-inhibiting drug class alone. Within the
cohort of patients continuously treated with at least one
RAS-inhibiting drug, up to 20 controls were matched to each
case hospitalized for AKI with respect to year of birth and
sex using risk-set sampling. An index date was assigned to
each control resulting in the same length of follow-up after
nursing home admission as for the corresponding case.
Patients might have served as controls for more than one
case and were eligible to be selected as controls until they
became a case.
Patient informed consent was not required by law as the
study was based on anonymous data.

Drug exposures
Analyzed drugs were classified based on the seventh level
of the Anatomical-Therapeutic-Chemical (ATC) code.
Drug classes were considered based on the fourth level of
the ATC code. The following drug classes were included in
the analyses: ACEIs (ATC code C09A), ARBs (ATC code
C09C), including fixed combinations with other drugs such as
diuretics (ATC codes C09B and C09D, respectively) and the
direct renin inhibitor aliskiren (ATC code C09XA) including
combinations. Dual RAS blockade was defined as prescriptions of at least two different RAS-inhibiting drug classes on
the same day. Nursing home residents who had not received
an RAS-inhibiting agent in the 12 months preceding the index
prescription were considered as incident users. Potential
switching of RAS-inhibiting drug classes after nursing home
entry was analyzed by considering the last prescription before
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and the first prescription after nursing home admission within
a 365-day period. For these analyses, only prevalent users
were considered. The specialty of the prescribing physician was analyzed with respect to prescriptions by general
practitioners, nephrologists, cardiologists, other specialists
for internal medicine and other miscellaneous specialties.
The duration of each prescription was estimated assuming
that a patient’s daily dose was one DDD. Allowing a grace
period of 7 days, subsequent prescriptions were considered
as continuous treatment.

treated with dual RAS blockade by the number of patients
receiving at least one RAS-inhibiting drug during the
respective time period. Two-sided 95% CIs were estimated.21 Conditional logistic regression was conducted
to obtain confounder-adjusted odds ratios (aORs) with
corresponding 95% CIs for the risk of AKI associated with
dual RAS blockade.
All statistical analyses were performed with SAS
statistical software version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC,
USA).

Outcome

Sensitivity and subgroup analyses

AKI (ICD-10-GM code N17) was assessed in hospital main
discharge diagnoses. The time of the event was defined as
the date of hospital admission.

In sensitivity analyses, dual RAS blockade was defined as
prescriptions of at least two different RAS-inhibiting drug
classes in a 7-, 14- and 30-day period. Subgroup analyses
were based on 1) patients with diabetes, 2) chronic kidney
disease and 3) the combination of both comorbidities,
respectively.

Covariates
Baseline covariates were assessed in the quarter of cohort
entry. Potential indications and comorbidity were obtained
from confirmed outpatient diagnoses: chronic kidney disease
(defined as ICD-10-GM codes N18, N19), heart failure (ICD10-GM code I50), diabetes (ICD-10-GM code E10–E14)
and hypertension (ICD-10-GM code I10–I15). Equally, the
number of different drugs (based on the seventh level of the
ATC code) other than RAS-inhibiting agents was assessed
during this time period. Following previous studies, polypharmacy was defined as prescribing of five or more long-term
medications and grouped into treatment with 5–9 (polypharmacy) and 10 or more drugs (excessive polypharmacy).15 The
care level was assessed on the day of cohort entry ranging
from 0/I (limited daily living skills/substantial need of care)
to III (most severe need of care).
For the case–control study, the following covariates
were assessed from confirmed outpatient diagnoses in the
quarter preceding the quarter of the index date: heart failure,
diabetes, chronic kidney disease and hypertension. Further,
the care level, polypharmacy and excessive polypharmacy
(assessed in the quarter preceding the quarter of the index
date) were included. Prescriptions of drugs defined as dual
RAS blockade were assessed from outpatient dispensations
during the 30 days before the index date.

Statistical analysis
Baseline data were analyzed using descriptive statistics.
Age at the time of cohort entry was stratified according to
the following classes: ,70, 70–79, 80–89 and $90 years.
Quarterly and annual prevalences of dual RAS blockade were calculated by dividing the number of patients
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Ethical approval
The use of anonymous data for this study was approved by
the involved statutory health insurance. Informed consent and
approval by an ethics committee were not required.

Results
Use of drugs inhibiting the RAS
Of all 127,227 nursing home residents, the study cohort
included 64,567 (50.7%) who were treated with at least one
RAS-inhibiting agent and, therefore, were solely considered
(Table 1). More than three quarters of the study population
were female (77.1%). Mean age was 86.0 ± 6.8 years (interquartile range: 80–90). Commonly diagnosed diseases were
hypertension (85.2%), diabetes (34.2%) and heart failure
(29.9%). About half of all patients of the study cohort (51.8%)
were treated with 5–9, and more than one third (33.9%) with
10 or more different drugs. Based on the first prescription
during their nursing home stay, most cohort patients were
treated with ACEIs (77.8%), followed by ARBs (21.6%)
and aliskiren (0.2%), while 0.4% received two or three different RAS-inhibiting drug classes on that day. Prescribing
specialties were general practitioners (97.0%), nephrologists
(0.3%) and other specialists for internal medicine (1.0%).
Dual RAS blockade was prescribed by general practitioners (96.0%), cardiologists (0.1%) and other specialists for
internal medicine (1.0%) (data not shown). Incident use of
RAS-inhibiting drugs was found in 9,794 patients of the study
cohort. In most of these patients, therapy was initiated with
single use of ACEIs (90.3%), followed by ARBs (9.4%) and
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Table 1 Characteristics of nursing home residents treated with drugs inhibiting the RAS
Study populationa

,70 years

70–79 years

80–89 years

.89 years

Total

Total
Sex
Male
Female
Care levelb
0/I
II
III
Polypharmacyc
Non-polypharmacy
(,5 drugs)
Polypharmacy
(5–9 drugs)
Excessive polypharmacy
($10 drugs)
RAS-inhibiting drugsd
Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors
Angiotensin II receptor blockers
Aliskiren
Dual/triple RAS blockade
Comorbiditye
Hypertension (I10–15)
Heart failure (I50)
Diabetes mellitus (E10–14)
Chronic kidney disease (N18, N19)

1,631 (2.5%)

12,474 (19.3%)

34,049 (52.7%)

16,413 (25.4%)

64,567 (100%)

711 (43.6%)
920 (56.4%)

3,893 (31.2%)
8,581 (68.8%)

7,524 (22.1%)
26,525 (77.9%)

2,686 (16.4%)
13,727 (83.6%)

14,814 (22.9%)
49,753 (77.1%)

873 (53.5%)
638 (39.1%)
120 (7.4%)

6,902 (55.3%)
4,590 (36.8%)
982 (7.9%)

21,383 (62.8%)
10,874 (31.9%)
1,792 (5.3%)

10,249 (62.4%)
5,451 (33.2%)
713 (4.3%)

39,407 (61.0%)
21,553 (33.4%)
3,607 (5.6%)

160 (9.8%)

1,368 (11.0%)

4,605 (13.5%)

3,056 (18.6%)

9,189 (14.2%)

738 (45.3%)

5,942 (47.6%)

17,793 (52.3%)

8,992 (54.8%)

33,465 (51.8%)

733 (44.9%)

5,164 (41.4%)

11,651 (34.2%)

4,365 (26.6%)

21,913 (33.9%)

1,300 (79.7%)
317 (19.4%)
0 (0.0%)
14 (0.9%)

9,623 (77.1%)
2,740 (22.0%)
27 (0.2%)
84 (0.7%)

26,383 (77.5%)
7,476 (22.0%)
70 (0.2%)
120 (0.4%)

12,944 (79.9%)
3,400 (20.7%)
31 (0.2%)
38 (0.2%)

50,250 (77.8%)
13,933 (21.6%)
128 (0.2%)
256 (0.4%)

1,341 (82.2%)
269 (16.5%)
720 (44.1%)
265 (16.3%)

10,533 (84.4%)
2,518 (20.2%)
5,201 (41.7%)
2,320 (18.6%)

29,042 (85.3%)
10,244 (30.1%)
11,610 (34.1%)
6,984 (20.5%)

14,038 (85.5%)
6,232 (38.0%)
4,536 (27.6%)
3,588 (21.9%)

54,954 (85.1%)
19,263 (29.8%)
22,067 (34.2%)
13,157 (20.4%)

Notes: aNursing home residents with at least one prescription of an RAS-inhibiting drug during nursing home stay, percentages except total numbers based on column
attributes, age assessed at first RAS-inhibiting drug prescription after nursing home entry. bLevel of care at first RAS-inhibiting drug prescription after nursing home entry.
c
Concomitant drug prescriptions in the quarter of the first RAS-inhibiting drug prescription. dFirst prescription of an RAS-inhibiting agent after nursing home entry; dual/triple
blockade, prescribed on the same day. eOutpatient diagnoses (ICD-10-GM codes) assessed in the quarter of the first RAS-inhibiting drug prescription after nursing home
entry; patients could contribute to more than one line. 0/I: limited daily living skills/substantial need of care; II: severe need of care; III: most severe need of care.
Abbreviation: RAS, renin–angiotensin system.

aliskiren (0.1%), while 0.2% were initially treated with two
or more RAS-inhibiting drugs (Table 2). The consideration of
potential switching after nursing home entry showed that of
all patients of the study cohort 52,559 (81.4%) maintained
on their RAS-inhibiting drug class. Only a small proportion
switched their drug class with nursing home admission. The
largest number changed from an ARB to an ACEI or, vice
versa, from an ACEI to an ARB.

Prevalence of dual RAS blockade
During nursing home stay, 608 of the 127,227 residents were
treated at least once with dual RAS blockade defined as two
different RAS-inhibiting drug classes prescriptions on the
same day, resulting in an overall prevalence of 4.8 (95% CI
4.4–5.2) per 1,000 residents. Referring to the study cohort,
quarterly prevalence of dual RAS blockade was 7.6 (95% CI
4.4–13.3) per 1,000 users of RAS-inhibiting drugs in the

Table 2 Switching of drugs inhibiting the RAS at nursing home admission
First prescription after
nursing home admissiona

ACEI

Total
50,250 (78.1%)
Last prescription before nursing home admissiona
Incident user
8,847 (17.6%)
ACEI
40,129 (79.9%)
ARB
1,094 (2.2%)
Aliskiren
42 (0.1%)
Dual RAS blockade
138 (0.3%)

ARB

Aliskiren

Dual RAS
blockade

Total

13,933 (21.7%)

128 (0.2%)

256 (0.4%)

64,567 (100%)

924 (6.6%)
562 (4.0%)
12,293 (88.2%)
29 (0.2%)
125 (0.9%)

7 (5.5%)
19 (14.8%)
16 (12.5%)
66 (51.6%)
20 (15.6%)

16 (6.3%)
87 (34.0%)
73 (28.5%)
9 (3.5%)
71 (27.7%)

9,794 (15.2%)
40,797 (63.2%)
13,476 (20.9%)
146 (0.2%)
354 (0.6%)

Note: aPotential switching of RAS-inhibiting drug classes after nursing home entry was analyzed by considering the last prescription before and the first prescription after
nursing home admission within a 365-day period.
Abbreviations: ACEI, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors; ARB, angiotensin II receptor blockers; RAS, renin–angiotensin system.
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Dual RAS blockade per 1,000 persons

Combined use of drugs inhibiting the renin–angiotensin system

Year/quarter
Figure 1 Prevalence of dual RAS blockade in nursing home residents during the study period.
Abbreviations: RAS, renin–angiotensin system; Q, quarter.

first quarter of 2010 (Figure 1). During the study period,
the prevalence decreased to 2.4 (95% CI 1.8–3.0) in the
last quarter of 2014. In the sensitivity analyses, when the
prevalence of dual RAS blockade was defined as prescriptions of at least two different RAS-inhibiting drug classes
in a 7-, 14- and 30-day period, the prevalence per quarter
increased in each case, ie, the larger the chosen time period,
the larger the quarterly prevalence. The decrease during the




study period was similar regardless of the underlying time
period. Defined as concomitant prescriptions on the same day,
annual prevalence of dual RAS blockade declined from 9.6
(95% CI 7.8–11.8) in 2010 to 4.7 (95% CI 4.0–5.4) per 1,000
users of RAS-inhibiting drugs in 2014 (data not shown).
In every considered study year, ACEIs and ARBs were
most commonly combined as part of a dual RAS blockade
(Figure 2). The proportion of aliskiren prescriptions as part
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Figure 2 Combined use of drugs inhibiting the RAS in nursing home residents during the study period.
Abbreviations: ACEI, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors; ARB, angiotensin II receptor blockers; RAS, renin–angiotensin system.
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Table 3 Acute kidney injury associated with dual RAS blockade
in nursing home residents compared with the use of one RASinhibiting drug only

Dual RAS blockadea
Diabetes
Heart failure
Hypertension
Chronic kidney disease
Care level 0/Ib
Care level IIb
Care level IIIb
Non-polypharmacy
(,5 drugs)c
Polypharmacy
(5–9 drugs)c
Excessive
polypharmacy
($10 drugs)c

Cases
Controls
(N = 1,037) (N = 20,596)

Adjusted OR
(95% CI)

5 (0.5%)
476 (45.9%)
399 (38.5%)
903 (87.1%)
406 (39.2%)
605 (58.3%)
384 (37.0%)
48 (4.6%)
181 (17.5%)

39 (0.2%)
7,291 (35.4%)
5,653 (27.4%)
17,523 (85.1%)
4,253 (20.7%)
12,401 (60.2%)
6,799 (33.0%)
1,396 (6.8%)
6,433 (31.2%)

1.99 (0.77–5.17)
1.23 (1.08–1.41)
1.33 (1.16–1.52)
0.98 (0.81–1.18)
2.03 (1.78–2.33)
Ref
1.09 (0.96–1.25)
0.70 (0.52–0.95)
Ref

519 (50.0%)

10,450 (50.7%) 1.59 (1.33–1.89)

337 (32.5%)

3,713 (18.0%)

2.51 (2.07–3.05)

Notes: aDefined as prescriptions of at least two different drug classes inhibiting
the RAS on the same day. bAssessed in the quarter preceding the quarter of the
index date. cConcomitant drug prescriptions (other than RAS-inhibiting drugs) in
the quarter preceding the quarter of the index date. 0/I: limited daily living skills/
substantial need of care; II: severe need of care; III: most severe need of care.
Abbreviation: RAS, renin–angiotensin system.

of a dual RAS blockade declined over the study period,
while concomitant prescribing of an ACEI and an ARB
increased.

Risk for AKI
In the nested case–control study, 1,037 patients continuously treated with RAS-inhibiting drugs were identified
who were admitted to hospital due to AKI (Table 3). In the
overall cohort, AKI was not significantly associated with
dual RAS blockade compared to being treated with one RASinhibiting drug class only (aOR 1.99, 95% CI 0.77–5.17).
Diabetes (aOR 1.23, 95% CI 1.08–1.41), heart failure (aOR
1.33, 95% CI 1.16–1.52), chronic kidney disease (aOR

2.03, 95% CI 1.78–2.33), polypharmacy (aOR 1.59, 95%
CI 1.33–1.89) and excessive polypharmacy (aOR 2.51, 95%
CI 2.07–3.05) were associated with AKI in the multivariable
analysis. Applying the 7-day, the 14-day or the 30-day period
(Table 4), dual RAS blockade yielded aORs of 2.37 (95%
CI 1.05–5.32), 2.30 (95% CI 1.13–4.67) and 2.03 (95% CI
1.07–3.84), respectively.
Considering patients with diabetes, chronic kidney
disease or both, significantly increased aORs for dual RAS
blockade were observed irrespective of its underlying definition. With respect to nursing home residents with diabetes,
the aOR of AKI was 3.47 (95% CI 1.27–9.47) for prescriptions of at least two different RAS-inhibiting drug classes
on the same day. For the 7-day, the 14-day and the 30-day
windows, the aORs were 3.13 (95% CI 1.26–7.78), 3.02 (95%
CI 1.31–6.96) and 3.01 (95% CI 1.45–6.25). With respect
to nursing home residents with chronic kidney disease, the
aORs were 4.74 (95% CI 1.24–18.13) for prescriptions on
the same day and, respectively, 4.84 (95% CI 1.54–15.19,
7-day period), 4.02 (95% CI 1.49–10.87, 14-day period)
and 3.67 (95% CI 1.59–8.48, 30-day period). With regard
to patients with both diabetes and chronic kidney disease,
the resulting aORs were higher than the aORs for residents
with solely diabetes or chronic kidney disease (11.17 [95% CI
2.65–47.15, same day], 9.85 [95% CI 2.85–34.02, 7-day
period], 8.96 [95% CI 3.01–26.67, 14-day period] 9.67
[95% CI 3.81–24.59, 30-day period]).

Discussion
Prescribing of RAS-inhibiting agents, mainly ACEIs, is
common in German nursing homes. In contrast, only a small
proportion of nursing home residents receive dual RAS
blockade. The prevalence of dual RAS blockade declined
substantially over the study period. An increased risk for

Table 4 Acute kidney injury associated with dual RAS blockade in nursing home residents compared with use of one RAS-inhibiting
drug only: subgroup analyses and sensitivity analyses based on different definitions of dual RAS blockade
Adjusted OR (95% CI)

Dual RAS blockadee
On the same day
In a 7-day period
In a 14-day period
In a 30-day period

All patientsa
(N = 21,633)

Patients with
diabetesb
(N = 9,568)

Patients with chronic
kidney diseasec
(N = 7,886)

Patients with diabetes and
chronic kidney diseased
(N = 3,947)

1.99 (0.77–5.17)
2.37 (1.05–5.32)
2.30 (1.13–4.67)
2.03 (1.07–3.84)

3.47 (1.27–9.47)
3.13 (1.26–7.78)
3.02 (1.31–6.96)
3.01 (1.45–6.25)

4.74 (1.24–18.13)
4.84 (1.54–15.19)
4.02 (1.49–10.87)
3.67 (1.59–8.48)

11.17 (2.65–47.15)
9.85 (2.85–34.02)
8.96 (3.01–26.67)
9.67 (3.81–24.59)

Notes: N includes cases and matched controls from the respective subgroup. aAdjusted for: hypertension, heart failure, diabetes, chronic kidney disease, care level and
polypharmacy. bAdjusted for: hypertension, heart failure, chronic kidney disease, care level and polypharmacy. cAdjusted for: hypertension, heart failure, diabetes, care level
and polypharmacy. dAdjusted for: hypertension, heart failure, care level and polypharmacy. eDefined as prescriptions of at least two different drug classes inhibiting the RAS.
Abbreviation: RAS, renin–angiotensin system.
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AKI could be found in patients with diabetes and/or chronic
kidney disease irrespective of the underlying definition of
dual RAS blockade and in the sensitivity analyses for the
overall cohort.
In general, our results are in line with a retrospective,
cross-sectional study, which considered antihypertensive
prescribing in four German nursing homes.22 However, the
authors of that study only included patients with a diagnosis
of arterial hypertension. The authors of another recent study
found that prevalence and incidence of dual RAS blockade
declined in line with recommendations.23 However, their
study included a longer study period than we did in our study.
The authors of a study based on an Irish primary care reimbursement services database reported that co-prescribing of
ACEIs and ARBs did not appear to be influenced by results
from major clinical trials.24 Further, ACEIs and ARBs were
more likely to be co-prescribed in subgroups of the population with diabetes, hypertension and heart failure. Earlier,
between 2000 and 2009, an increase in the prescribing of a
dual RAS blockade with ACEIs and ARBs was observed.24
The definition of a dual RAS blockade is crucial and
to a certain extent assumptions had to be made. The previously mentioned studies from the UK and Ireland also used
the same-day definition that we employed. The definition
of co-prescribing on the same day appears to be the most
conservative approach and is likely to have high specificity
in identifying patients undergoing dual RAS inhibition. It
further should provide the highest probability that the dual
RAS blockade was intended by the prescribing physician;
however, it may underestimate the overall extent of coprescribing. Our sensitivity analyses used wider time windows to estimate the extent of concomitant prescribing, with
a 30-day window representing the upper limit. As was to
be expected, similar trends were observed but with higher
prevalences than the same-day definition.
The safety warnings of the EMA in 2012 included
concerns of hyperkalemia, hypotension and AKI with dual
RAS blockade compared with the use of one drug alone. Due
to the character of the underlying claims data, we restricted
our analyses to the examination of a potential association
with AKI, since hyperkalemia and low blood pressure are
usually secondary diagnoses and not coded in hospital main
discharge diagnoses as the reason for hospitalization.
Irrespective of mono or combination therapy, drugassociated AKI is known to be a common cause of potential
adverse drug event related to the use of ACEIs and ARBs.25,26
We found an association of dual RAS blockade with AKI
in the subgroup analyses, but, except for the sensitivity
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analyses, not in the overall study cohort, therefore confirming the vulnerable subpopulations addressed by the EMA
recommendations. This is important when assessing the individual benefits and disadvantages of dual RAS blockade and
making clinically meaningful decisions. However, although
we found an association of dual RAS blockade with AKI
in patients with diabetes and/or chronic kidney disease, we
were not able to assess the individual risk–benefit ratio. As
an exception and in individual cases, use of candesartan or
valsartan as add-on therapy to an ACEI in patients with heart
failure may be recommended to be carried out under supervision of specialists with close monitoring of renal function,
electrolytes and blood pressure.7 However, we were not able
to assess the appropriateness of such a treatment.
Some strengths and limitations of our study need to be
considered. The study was conducted using claims data from
a large statutory health insurance comprising data on about
six million insurants, which corresponds to more than seven
percent of the German population. It thus provides data on the
practice of drug prescribing in a real-life setting on a population level. Since data are available with the exact date of
drug prescription, there is low potential for misclassification
of drug exposure when compared with field studies based on
interview data. However, we did not have information about
whether patients were taking the RAS-inhibiting drugs they
were prescribed. Even though we only considered confirmed
outpatient diagnoses with respect to diagnostic certainty,
misclassification could not be entirely ruled out, since the
underlying data were originally collected for reimbursement
purposes and not for scientific research. We, therefore, did
not restrict our definition of chronic kidney disease (CKD) to
codes referring to a decreased GFR but also more unspecific
codes such as unspecified CKD. Further, misclassification of
the underlying diagnoses for prescribing is possible, since
no direct linkage is possible between prescriptions and
diagnoses, and outpatient diagnoses in claims data usually
do not have an exact date, but are only related to the quarter of a year due to 3-monthly reimbursement. However,
hospital diagnoses used for consideration of potential risks
are available with an exact date. Drug prescriptions issued
in secondary care are not included in the data; therefore,
RAS-inhibiting drugs used in the hospital setting could not
be assessed, which might have led to an underestimation of
the prevalence of dual RAS blockade in our study. Finally, we
could not assess whether the combined use of eg, ARB with
an ACEI was considered essential, nor if therapy was carried
out under supervision of a specialist with close monitoring
of renal function, electrolytes and blood pressure.
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Conclusion
To examine the impact of safety warnings and subsequent
regulatory actions, which aim to assure that drugs are used
safely, is crucial. Though the prevalence of dual RAS blockade declined over the study period, our study showed an
increased risk of AKI in patients with diabetes and/or chronic
kidney disease. Therefore, cautious use is indispensable in
these vulnerable patients. However, risks and benefits of a
dual RAS blockade have to be evaluated on an individual
level.
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